Español I - Vacation
Objectives A, B and C
Translations
1. I saw the beach.
2. You saw the mountains.
3. He saw the lake.
4. We saw the countryside.
5. They saw the river.
6. You all saw the tree.
7. I saw the ocean.
8. She saw the volcano.
9. We saw the island.
10. They saw the waterfall.
11. I went to (the Capital of Costa Rica) by plane.
12. She went to (the Capital of Honduras) by train.
13. They went to (the Capital of Spain) by boat.
14. You went to (the Capital of Venezuela) by bus.
15. We went to (the Capital of Argentina) by taxi.
16. I went to (the Capital of Mexico) by car.
17. He went to (the Capital of Puerto Rico) on foot.